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1. Introduction

In this paper we consider the existence of arithmetic Macaulayfications. Let R
be a commutative Noetherian ring with identity. We say that R has an arithmetic
Macaulayfication if there exists an ideal I such that the Rees algebra R[It] is Cohen-
Macaulay. In this case, it is clear that X Proj R[It] will be a Cohen-Macaulay
scheme and the natural projection from X to Y Spec R will be what is called a
Macaulayfication of Y. However, the statement that R[It] is Cohen-Macaulay is
significantly stronger than saying X is Cohen-Macaulay.

The most general class of known Macaulayfications comes from desingulariza-
tion. A desingularization of a reduced scheme Y is a regular scheme X together
with a proper birational map from X to Y. Relaxing the requirement that X be reg-
ular and requiring instead that it be Cohen-Macaulay, we arrive at the definition of a
Macaulayfication. Of course, any desingularization of Y is necessarily a Macaulayfi-
cation of Y. Hironaka [Hi] proved the existence of a desingularization for any reduced
scheme essentially of finite type over a field of characteristic zero. In particular, when
Y Spec R is affine, Hironaka’s work shows that a desingularization X can be ob-
tained by blowing up a suitable ideal I, so that X will be the projective R-scheme
associated to the Rees algebra R[It]. By comparison, the existence of an arithmetic
Macaulayfication, which is really a property of the embedding of X into projective
space over R, is not known in this generality. Moreover, even the existence of a
desingularization is not known at the present time for arbitrary reduced R.

Work has also been done on Macaulayfications independent of desingularizations;
both Faltings [Fa] and Brodmann [Brl proved the existence of a Macaulayfication
for special types of rings, without any assumptions about a ground field. Brodmann
[Br2,6.2] and Goto and Yamagishi [GY,7.11] prove the existence of an arithmetic
Macaulayfication for any local ring whose completion is equidimensional and Cohen-
Macaulay on the punctured spectrum. Of course, any Cohen-Macaulay ring trivially
has an arithmetic Macaulayfication: take I to be the zero ideal. For a slightly less
trivial example, let I C R be any ideal generated by a non-zero-divisor of R; the
Rees ring R[lt] is then isomorphic to a polynomial ring in one indeterminate over
R and is therefore Cohen-Macaulay if and only if R is.
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Nothing else is presently known concerning the existence of arithmetic Macaulay-
fications. We conjecture the existence of an arithmetic Macaulayfication, at least for
local excellent domains.
We stress that there is a significant difference between the existence of a Macaulay-

fication and the existence of an arithmetic Macaulayfication. For example, let R be a
domain essentially of finite type over the complex numbers. One might naively hope
that if we take an ideal I such that Proj R[It] is a desingularization of Spec R, then I
or some power of I gives an arithmetic Macaulayfication. However, recent work of
Lipman [L] shows that R[It] cannot be Cohen-Macaulay unless R is a rational singu-
larity. In particular, if R[It] is an arithmetic Macaulayfication of R, then Proj R[lt]
cannot be a desingularization unless R is already Cohen-Macaulay! Thus the prob-
lem of finding an arithmetic Macaulayfication is quite different from the problem of
resolution of singularities.

Lipman’s result requires use of the vanishing theorem of Grauert and Riemen-
schneider [GrR]. In its dual form, this vanishing theorem states that for < dimen-
sion R, H((gx) 0, where X is a desingularization Proj R[lt] of Spec R and Y
is the closed fiber. It is worth noting (see [HS]) that, quite generally, this vanishing
theorem holds on an arbitrary Cohen-Macaulay blow-up X Proj R[It] if and only
if for some power of I, which we relabel as I, the ideal I R[It] is Cohen-Macaulay
as an R[It] module. It seems quite natural to conjecture the existence of such an
ideal I for excellent local domains. When such an I exists, we will say that R has
a coMacaulayfication. In this language, Paul Roberts [Rol proved that if R has a
coMacaulayfication, then the Improved New Intersection Conjecture is true for R.
Despite the progress of Roberts [Ro2] on the Intersection Conjectures, this notorious
problem is open in mixed characteristic. Although the conjectures of the existence
of an arithmetic Macaulayfication and a coMacaulayfication seem very similar, there
is a significant sense in which they are dichotomous. In fact, both can hold for the
same ideal only if R is already Cohen-Macaulay. More profoundly, the existence of
an arithmetic Macaulayfication has to do with the local cohomology of the associated
graded ring being zero except in degrees (see (4.2.1)), while a coMacaulayfication
has to do with the pieces of degree -1 being zero (see [HS]).

In this paper our main result is the existence of an arithmetic Macaulayfication for
rings of characteristic p having an isolated singularity (this last condition is weakened
in our last section to include rings which have an isolated non-F-rational point). Our
assumption that R has an isolated singularity implies that R has finite local cohomol-
ogy, so that our result is already implied by the results of [Br2] and [GY]. What is new
in this paper is the construction of the ideal I giving the arithmetic Macaulayfication,
and the ensuing proof. Both the construction and the proof use the theory of fight
closure (see [HH1-4]). Our proof is very simple in concept, although some details
still require work. What makes tight closure so useful in the context of arithmetic

Since this paper was written, related work has been done by Aberbach [Ab3], Brodmann [Br3], and
Kurano [K].
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Macaulayfications is a property which is called "colon-capturing?’ Roughly speaking,
colon capturing enables us to manipulate ideals generated by monomials in a system
of parameters for R as if the system of parameters were actually a regular sequence.
We make heavy use of the following form of colon capturing: if m mk, n are
monomials in a system of parameters for an equidimensional excellent local ring
R, then the colon ideal (ml mk):R n is contained in the tight closure of the an-
swer one would get formally for this colon ideal if the system of parameters were
indeterminates in a polynomial ring.
We hope that our results will not only be of independent interest to those studying

tight closure, but also furnish ample proof that this theory gives insight into the
existence of arithmetic Macaulayfications. In particular, we hope that the theory of
tight closure can be used to prove these results for more general classes of rings, and
also shed light upon the existence of a coMacaulayfication.
We close the introduction by giving a short summary of the structure of this

paper. Section 2 contains the background material on tight closure, including a
discussion and precise statement of colon capturing. Section 3 gives a proof of the
Main Lemma 3.2, whichis really the crucial point inthe entire argument. It deals with
the tight closure of certain ideals generated by monomials in parameters which are
test elements. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of the main theorem on the existence
of arithmetic Macaulayfications, and we close in Section 5 by extending the main
theorem to excellent local rings with an isolated non F-rational point. This section is
of independent interest in the theory of tight closure.

2. Background on fight closure

In its main setting, tight closure is an operation performed on ideals in a commu-
tative ring of prime characteristic. There are also various ways to define tight closure
for rings containing fields of arbitrary characteristic [HH4]. Most of the results of
this paper would be valid if several basic theorems on tight closure were proved for
rings containing fields of characteristic zero. In particular the existence of sufficiently
many test elements is crucial for the applications of our main theorem. This theory
is being worked out in [HH4]. For simplicity we prove our results only in positive
characteristic. In this section, we recall the definition of tight closure in characteristic
p > 0 and a few elementary facts.

Let R denote a commutative, Noetherian ring of prime characteristic p, and let R
denote the subset of elements not in any minimal prime of R.

DEFINITION 2.1. The tight closure ofan ideal I C R, denoted I*, consists ofall
elements z R for which there exists c R such that

CZ
q I [q] for all q pe > 0

where I [q] denotes the ideal generated by the qth powers ofall the elements (equiva-
lently, the generators) of I.
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The tight closure I* of I is easily seen to be an ideal of R containing I. We say
that I is tightly closed if I* I.

The reader is referred to [HH1 for more about tight closure.
The element c in the preceding definition used to "test" whether z is contained in

I* is allowed to depend on I and even on the element z we are testing for inclusion in
I*. However, much of the usefulness of tight closure arises from the fact that in fact,
there exist certain elements c which can be used in any tight closure test. We say that
c R is a test elementfor I if

z I* if and only if CZq
_

Itql for all q p0, pl, p2

An element c R is a test element if it is a test element for all ideals I C R. In
Section 5 we will discuss other types of test elements.

Fortunately, test elements are known to exist. In particular, in Section 6 of [HH2],
it is shown that:

THEOREM 2.2. If R is a reduced excellent local ring, and c R is any element
such that Rc is regular, then some power ofc is a test elementfor R.

The assumption that Rc is regular can be weakened. In Section 5 we will prove
an analog of this theorem for a special class of test elements. Our analogue involves
the concept of F-rationality. A local Noetherian ring of characteristic p is F-rational
if every parameter ideal is tightly closed. This concept is closely related to the
concept of rational singularities (or more generally to pseudorational rings). We refer
the reader to [LT], [$2], [Fe], and [W] for information concerning the relationship
between F-rationality and rational singularities.

Colon Capturing A key feature of tight closure is, roughly speaking, that it
"captures the failure of a ring to be Cohen-Macaulay." As an example of the most
basic form of "colon capturing," let X Xd be any system of parameters for a
complete local domain R. Then for all 0, d l, we have

(XI,X2 Xi): (Xi+I) C (XI,X2 Xi)*: (Xi+I) C (X1,X2 Xi)*.

A more general statement of colon-capturing follows [HH1, (7.6) and (7.14)].

THEOREM 2.3. Let (R m) be an equidimensional excellent local ring. Letx
xd be any system ofparametersfor R and let I and J be any two ideals ofthe (poly-
nomial) subring A [Xl Xd] of R generated by monomials in the variables.
Then

(IR)*:R JR C ((I:A J)R)*.

(IR)* (q (JR)* C ((I fq J)R)*.
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We have slightly changed the assumptions of Theorem 7.6 in [HH1]. In [HH1,
(7.6)] there is an assumption that the ring be a homomorphic image of a Cohen-
Macaulay ring. This condition ensures that tight closure "captures the colon" for
parameter ideals. However, since it is now known that excellent local reduced rings
have test elements, this difficulty can be surmounted by passing to the completion of
R. For details, see [HH2, (6.28)].

The point of Theorem 2.3 is that since I and J are generated by monomials in
X Xd, the intersection and colon are easily computed as

(I N J)R 1.c.m. (mi, mj) }R

(I:A (m!l mk))R (fq=l(I:A mj))R

(fqjk.=l{ mi, i=12,, I})Rg.c.d. (’m i, mj)

where mi runs through a monomial generating set for I, and mj runs through a
monomial generating set for J (g.c.d. means greatest common divisor and 1.c.m.
means least common multiple). We refer to (l:a J)R as the "formal colon ideal" and
write (l:f J) to indicate this ideal of R whenever I and J are ideals generated by
monomials in parameters for R. Similar conventions will apply to intersections. The
reader is referred to [HH and [HH3] for more about colon capturing.

REMARK 2.4. Throughout the ensuing text will be many manipulations with
"colon capturing." Since many of the more routine computations will be left to
the reader, further words on the philosophy of colon capturing may be warranted.
Suppose that J is an ideal generated by monomials m l, m2 mk in the parameters
X Xd for R. Let rn be some other monomial. Then the colon ideals (J m)
or (J* m) will always be contained in the tight closure of the formal colon ideal
(J:f m), which is the ideal generated by the monomials g.c,dm.(,,m) for t, 2 k.
Because this formal colon ideal is generated by monomials in X xd, at the very
least we know that

(2.4.1.) (ml, m2 mk)*: rn C (x Xd)*

unless it is the unit ideal, which happens if and only if some mi formally divides m.
This idea will be used again and again.

As an example, we apply this idea to reprove a result from [HH3]: if I
(x Xd) is a parameter ideal then

(2.4.2.) IN-1 fq (IN)* IN-11*.
We need only check that if z uo,mo, c= (IN)., where ma is a monomial of degree
N in x xd, then u I*. Focusing on a particular ua, we see that

uom, (IN)* + (mlm monomial of degree N other than ma).
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Letting J denote the monomial ideal above on the right, we see

ua E J* I*:f m, C

since m J. This completes the proof of (2.4.2), a typical example of the sort of
routine colon capturing arguments left to the reader.

3. Tight closure of ideals of monomials in parameters

In this section we demonstrate the usefulness of "colon capturing" for re-writing
tight closures ofideals generated by monomials in parameters. The following lemmas,
especially Lemma 3.2, are the key ingredients in the proof of arithmetic Macaulay-
fication appearing in Section 4. The first lemma is an easy application of colon
capturing.

LEMMA 3.1. Let X xa be parameters in an equidimensional reduced excel-
lent local ring (R, m), where d > 1, and let I denote the ideal they generate. Assume
that each xi is a test element. Then:

(i) (IN)* IN-1I*.
(ii) (xl Xk)* N I C (x Xk).

Proof. (i) Induce on the length d of the parameter system. Assume that d 1,
and choose z E ((x)N)*. Since Xl is a test element it follows that XlZ (XlU). Then
there is an element v such that x(z x-lv) = 0. As x is a parameter and R
is reduced, it follows that z x-lv ((xl)N)*, and by colon-capturing it then
follows that v (Xl)*. Thus z (x1N-1)(X1)*. Assume that d >_ 2. Let z E (IN),.
Since each xi is a test element, we obtain that XdZ IN. Hence there exists an
element u IN- such thatxd(z-u) jN, where J (x Xd-). Using colon
capturing we see that z u (jN),. By induction (jN), jN-I j,. In particular
it follows that z E IN- fq (IN)* IN-1 I*, the last equality following from (2.4.2).

(ii) Induce on d k. The statement is obvious when d k 0. Assume that u
is in (Xl xk)* but not (Xl xk). This assumption is unchanged by subtracting
off elements of (x Xk); we will do this throughout the proof and repeatedly
relabel the offending element u.

dWrite u Yj=k+l xjuj (X1 Xk)*. Then

u u Xk+Uk+l (Xl,.. Xk, Xk+l)* fq I.

By the inductive assumption, we know that u’ (x Xk, Xk+l). This says that,
after subtracting off an element in the desired ideal (x Xk), we may assume that
u Xk+l v for some v R. Colon capturing now forces v E (xl xk)*, and since

x+l is a test element, it follows that u Xk+lV (xl x), as needed. This
completes the proof. E!
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MAIN LEMMA 3.2. LetXl Xd beparameters in an equidimensional excellent
local ring R and let I denote the ideal they generate. Assume that each xi is a test
element. Thenfor any integers N, ti > and any k < d"

t2 tk , . til ti2 tij(IN - (Xtl X2 Xk ))* (IN) + (Xil Xi Xij )(X/I, Xi Xij)*,

where the sum here ranges over all subsets {il, i2 ij of 1, 2 k}.

REMARK. Actually, it is not necessary to assume that the X xd are test
elements. The proof only uses that they are test elements for ideals generated by
monomials in parameters. In Section 5, we will show (under weak hypotheses) that
any c R such that Rc is F-rational has a power which will be a test element for
ideals generated by monomials in parameters.

Proof. Throughout this proof, li denotes the ideal generated by all thex Xd
except xi. The proof proceeds by induction on ti.

Base case. If each ti 1, we need to show that

((x Xd)u + (x Xk))* ((X Xd)U)* + (X X)*.

Induct on d k. If k d, there is nothing to prove. Assume that k < d and take
any z ((x Xd)N + (Xl xk))*. Since xd is a test element, we see that
xdz ((x Xd)N + (Xl Xk)). It follows that.

Xd(Z U) (Id)u + (X X),

for some u IN-I. By using colon capturing (cf. Remark 2.4) and the inductive
hypothesis (on d k), we see that

z u ((ld) + (x x))* (lV)* + (x x)*.

This shows that z u is in the desired ideal, whence we may assume that z
u (xk+, xk+2 xd)N-. Write u Yum where m is a monomial of
degree N in xk+, Xk+2 Xd. A crucial observation is that, again using colon
capturing as in Remark 2, one easily checks that u (x xd)*. We conclude
that z 6 (IN)* / (Xl xk)* as needed to complete the initial step in the induction.
Now assume that some ti > 2 and the lemma holds whenever ti is smaller.

Change notation so as to assume without loss of generality that tl > 2. Say that
Z ((Xl Xd)N + (Xtl X Xk))*. Since x is a test element, this implies that

t t2 tk
XIZ - (XI Xd)N -" (X X2 Xk ).

This inclusion can be re-written as

t, v)l(+(x xk)Xl (Z U XI
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where u IN-1 and v is just some element of R. Using colon capturing, we see that

(Z U --Xltl-ll)) (I1N "l-(X2, Xt))*,

which, by the inductive hypothesis, is in the desired ideal. We may therefore assume
that z u + xtl-Iv for u um, where m is a monomial of degree N
in X Xd; without loss of generality, we can assume that the exponent of xi is
strictly less than ti, and the exponent ofx is strictly less than t 1. Again, it is an
easy consequence of colon capturing that ua (x Xd)*, SO that u (IN),, and
hence is in the desired ideal. We can therefore assume that

tkZ xt’--ll) . ((XI Xd)N f" (Xtl X Xk ))*.

By colon capturing, we have

t2 tkXd)N-t’+l -" (Xl, X2 Xk ))v ((x

which we may expand using the inductive hypothesis in order to conclude that Xtl- v
is in the desired ideal. This completes the proof, r-I

COROLLARY 3.3. Let x Xd be parameters in an equidimensional excellent
local ring R and let I denote the ideal they generate. Assume that each xi is a test
element. For arbitrary integers N and t, with N > > 1,

(IN)* f’) (Xi, X Xtk) (IN-t)*(XJ, X Xtk).

for any k < d.

Proof We use induction on k. The statement follows immediately from colon
capturing when k 1. Write w <_i <_k rix[ (IN),. Then

rk ((IN), + (X, X X_)): X.
By colon capturing this latter ideal is contained in (IN-t d- (X, X X_l))*. An
application of Lemma 3.2 therefore guarantees that

rk (IN-t)* -F Z(x/flx,-1
’’X

,-1

i2 ij )(Xi,, Xi Xij)*

where the sum here ranges over all subsets {il, i2 ij of 1, 2 k }. Be-
cause xk is a test element, we see that rkxt Xtkbk + S, where bk (IN-t)* and

(x x_) Iq (IN), which is equal tos 6 (x x_)..Thus w- rkxk
(IN-t)* (x, x_) by inductive assumption. The corollary follows. I"1

We will also need a stronger version of the Main Lemma 3.2 with more restrictive
hypotheses.
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LEMMA 3.4. Let X Xd be parameters in an equidimensional excellent local
ring R and let I denote the ideal they generate. Assume that each xi is a test element.
Thenforanyintegers N, ti >_ 1,k < d andforanyintegera with Yl<_i<_k(ti-- 1)+2 <
a<N:

tk * * ti !a-ti),(I Iv + (x’, x xk )) A (Ia) * (Iv) + E Xi
l<i<k

Proof The right hand side is clearly in the left hand side. The reverse containment
is proved by induction on the sum of the ti. If all ti 1, then the Main Lemma proves
that

((Xl Xd)N -]- (X1 Xk))* ((Xl xd)N)* dr" (Xl Xk)*.

When we intersect with (la) *, with a >_ 2, we can then apply Lemma 3.1 and
Corollary 3.3 to get the desired conclusion. Without loss of generality, assume that
t > 2. The induction gives us

(lV + (xt,- t2 t,, Ia), ,
x2 J’k )) f’l (IN) + E x’ (la-ti)* + Xtl’-1 (la-t’+l)*.

2<i<k
(3.4.1)

t2 tk ,Let u (Iv + (xt x2 xk ))* N (Ia) By using (3.4.1) we can write u v +
t,-I , t, ), (ia_t,+l),x w, where v c= (I iv) + -,.<_i<_ xi Ia-t and w By Lemma 2.3,

t ,): t,-I la-t,+l),W E (((Iv + (xtl x xk )) R X I"l
t2 t -tl + ),.C. (IN-t’+l "Jr" (Xl, X2 Xk ))* (] (Ia

It then follows by induction that w (Iv-t, + ),+2<i<k X’ (Ia-t’ + l-t, ), -"X (Ia-t, ),.
Multiplying by Xl- then gives the desired conclusion, r-1

4. Arithmetic Macaulayfication

Given a local ring (R, m), when does there exist a filtration F: R I0 D 11 D
I2 such that the corresponding Rees ring

(4.1) RF R lit ) 12t2 .."

is Cohen-Macaulay? Such a ring is called an arithmetic Macaulayfication of R. In
practice, one often requires that the filtration comes from the powers of a particular
ideal I, in which case we write R[It] instead of Re. Included in the definition of
’Cohen-Macaulay’ is the assumption that the ring be Noetherian. In this case, there
will be an integer k such that Ikn (Ik)n for all n >_ 1. The subring R[Iktk] of RF is
a direct summand of RF, and RF is finite over this subring. It follows that (cf. [BH,
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(6.4.5)]) if Re is Cohen-Macaulay, then so is R[Ikt]. Hence if there is an arithmetic
Macaulayfication involving a filtration, there is also one where the filtration is given
by powers of an ideal. So there is no loss of generality in considering only this case,
although it may be more convenient to use the more general case.

Let x xa be a system of parameters for R and consider the filtration F: R 3
([N), (12N), (13N), ... where I is the ideal generated by x xa and
N is a fixed integer. Because of the colon capturing properties of tight closure, one
might expect the associated Rees ring RF to have nice properties, maybe even be an
arithmetic Macaulayfication for R. In fact, the next theorem shows that this is indeed
the case with some additional assumptions on R.

THEOREM 4.1. Let (R, m) be an excellent normal local ring ofdimension d. Let
X xa be any system ofparameters such that each xi is a test element. Then the
Rees algebra

R[Jt] R J j2 j3 ...
is Cohen-Macaulay, where J is the ideal ((xl xd)d-2)*

COROLLARY 4.2. Let (R, m) be an excellent normal local domain of dimen-
sion d. Assume that R has an isolated non-F-rational point (e.g., R has an iso-
lated singularity). Then there exists some integer T such that given any system
of parameters Xl Xd for R, the Rees ring R[Jt] is Cohen-Macaulay where
J ((x, x x)d-2)* for any > T.

Proofof4.2. For the case where R has an isolated singularity, the result follows
from the theorem by taking T sufficiently large so that (x, xf XdT) is contained
in the test ideal for R, which is known to be m-primary by Theorem 2.2. To complete
the proof of the corollary in its full generality, we need to know that the ideal of
test elements for all ideals generated by monomials in parameters is contained, up
to radical, in the ideal defining the non-F-rational locus of R. We will prove this in
Section 5.

Before embarking on the proof of Theorem 4.1, we recall a criterion (see [L],
[IT], and [Vii) for the Cohen-Macaulayness of Rees algebras RF. Let (R, m) be a
Noetherian local ring of dimension d with filtration F determining the Rees ring RF
as in 4.1 above. Let GF denote the associated graded algebra GF R/11 9 11 / 12
I2/h" Let fit denote the distinguished maximal ideal m/ll 11/12 9... of G.
Then the Cohen-Macaulayness of the Rees ring RF is equivalent to the following two
conditions on the local cohomology modules for G:

(4.2.1.)
(1) H(G) 0 in all non-negative degrees.
(2) H(G) 0 except in degree -1, for all < d.
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We will distinguish the (non-zero) homogeneous elements of degree a in G by
writing for the element r + Ia/la+l whenever r Ia la+l. Note that if has
degree a and g has degree b, then their product fg is either the degree a + b element
r or it is zero, which happens if and only if rs la+b+l.

Let l Yd be a homogeneous system of parameters for G. Local cohomology
with support in the ideal generated by y d may be computed as a limit of
Koszul cohomology, and thus as the cohomology of the complex

l 8d- 8d(4.2.2.) 0 G - Gh ... (3 Gy Gh2...e 0

where the maps are all essentially just localization (up to sign) and the signs are as-
signed as in the Koszul (cohomology) complex: the first map sends to ’lr-" T)
i Gyi, and the subsequent maps are the same as in the standard (ech complex for the
open cover of the punctured spectrum of G consisting of the affines where Yi does not
vanish. Because G is graded and the Yi’s are homogeneous, this complex is graded,
inducing a natural grading on the local cohomology modules. More generally, of
course, it is not necessary to assume that the Yi’s are a system of parameter or that d
is the dimension of G: the cohomology of complex (4.2.2.) always yields the local
cohomology of G with support in the ideal generated by the Yi’s. We will be applying
this when the yi’s are a partial system of parameters for G.

It will be convenient to re-write conditions (4.2.1.) in a different form. With
notation as above, the Cohen-Macaulayness of the Rees ring RF is equivalent to the
following two conditions on the local cohomology modules for G:

(1) H, (G) 0 in all non-negative degrees.

(4.2.3.) (2) (yil y,)(G) 0 except in degree -1, for all < d,

for all subsets {il ik} C d}.

This equivalent form of (4.2.1.) follows immediately from the next fact.

LEMMA 4.3. Let G be a N-graded ring, and let z Zd be any homogeneous
elements of G ofpositive degree. Let S be any subset of Z that is bounded above.
Suppose thatfor each subset {i ik} C {1, 2 d} ofcardinality k, the module
Hk-I(z, z) (G) is zero in all degrees . Then for all i, Hin (G) is zero in degree, where n is any ideal ofG generated by more than ofthe elements zj.

Proofof4.3. There is a standard 10ng exact sequence for local cohomology

(4.3.1.) - Hiz,- z,_,)(Gz,, Hiz,, z,)(G) --+ Hiz,, z,_,)(G)
where the unlabeled arrows are degree preserving maps. This complex arises by
thinking of the functor l"e "global sections supported on E" where E is the closed
subscheme ofSpec G given by the ideal (zi, zi_, ): the map induced by restricting
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this functor to the open set Spec Gz,, (i.e., the open set where zi, does not vanish) has
H0

(zi z,k)(G) as its kernel and extends to a long exact cokernel complex as above.
In particular, this long exact sequence is easily derived via the snake lemma (the

maps 0 are the connecting homomorphisms) from the short exact sequence induced by
the inclusion of the complex of the form (4.2.2.) for Gzik on the elements zit zi,_,
(with index shifted by -1) into the similar complex on the elements zi, zi,. The
cokernel complex is easily checked to be a complex of the form (4.2.2.) for G on the
elements Zi, Zik_.

Assuming the lemma fails to hold, choose k smallest possible such that n is gen-
erated by k of the zi’s, relabeled Zl, z2 Zk, and such that Hn (G) is non-zero in
some degree 3 ,5’ for some < k. Because H,k-1 (G) is zero in degree 3, we may
assume that < k 1. Because of the minimality assumption on k, H(z,,z2 z_,) (G)
is zero in degree 3. The inductive assumption also guarantees that Hi-

(z,z2 zk_,) (G) is

zero in all degrees 3 S; in particular Hi-
(z,z z_,) (G) is zero in all sufficiently large

degrees and thus Hi- Hi-
(z,,z z_,) (Gz) (z,,z z_,) (G) (R) Gzk is the zero module. It

follows from the long exact sequence (4.3.1.) that H (G) 0 in all degrees 3 S.

We are now ready to prove the main theorem.

ProofofTheorem 4.1. Let J ((Xl xe)a-2)* and fix the notation as in the
preceding paragraphs, with respect to the filtration F: R D J D j2 D Set
Yi X/d-2. The degree one elements i for 1, 2 d form a homogeneous
system ofparameters for G. We will show that R[Jt] is Cohen-Macaulay by checking
the criterion (4.2.3.) on the local cohomology modules H-1 (G), computed via the
system of parameters

In general, even if (R, rn) is assumed only to be reduced, excellent andequidimen-
sional and xl x, is an arbitrary system ofparameters, the elements x/N are always
non-zero-divisors on the associated graded ring with respect to the tight closure fil-
tration for !N (Xl xe)N" R/(1N)* @ (1N)*/(12N)* (I2N)*/(I3N)* For
if x/N 0 in G, where is assumed to be homogeneous of degree a, then since x/N
is homogeneous of degree 1, we must have xiNz ((IN)a+2) *. But colon capturing
then implies that z 6 ((xl xd)N(a+))*, contrary to the fact that had degree a.

Applied to our situation, this says that each i is a non-zero-divisor on G. Using
Lemma 3.1, we see that for all integers N,

((X1 xd)N) (X1 Xd)N-I (X1 Xd)* ((X1 Xd)*)N"

in particular, we see that

(4.3.2.) jv (((Xl Xd)d-2),)v (jv),

whence that each i is a non-zero-divisor on G follows. Note that the local cohomol-
ogy module H(G) is therefore the zero module, when fi is an ideal generated by any
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subset of the i ’s. This takes care of condition (4.2.1.) when 0, or alternatively,
condition (4.2.3.) when k 1.
We next show that H (G) is zero using only the hypotheses of normality and

excellence, where is generate.d by. any subset of{ d}, provided it has cardi-
nality k at least two. Let r/= (, r_z &) /_Gi represent an element of the,
cohomology module H (G). Without loss of generality, we may assume that each i
is degree a, so that r/is homogeneous of degree a t. That r/is in the kernel of 31 is
equivalent to

=0 inG

for all i, j 1, 2 k. Because each Yi is a non-zero-divisor, this is equivalent to

(4.3.3.) riy) JYi 0 in G,

which is in turn equivalent to

riy rj y[ ja+t+l in R.

Using Lemma 3.2, we see that then

ri (jaWt+l _+_ (y[)). y C (ja+l).
__

yt-li (Yi)*.

The normality ofR ensures that principal ideals are tightly closed, whence ri ja+l +
(y[) Thus each i 6 ([)G, so we may assume that r/has the form ( & )1, 1,"’,

But then because r/ is in the kernel of 3, we conclude, as in (4.3.3.) above, that
gi gj g for all i, j. This implies that r/ 60(g), whence r/represents the zero
element in H (G). Since r/was an arbitrary homogeneous element, we conclude that

=0.
We now show that Hff, (G) is zero in all non-negative degrees. Since Hff, (G) is

the cokemel of the last non-trivial map in the complex (4.2.2.), each homogeneous
element is represented by

z

where the degree of r/is equal to a -dt for a degree of . We need to show that if
a >_ dt, then r/= 0.

It is easy to see that in general, if an ideal K is generated by d elements Z Zd,

and b >_ ds d + 1, then Kb (zS z)Kb-s. Hence provided a(d 2)- >_
d(d 2)t d + (which holds if a >_ dt), we have

d-2)t Ia(d-2)-(d-2)t-1 (I)*Ia(d-2)-I (I)* (xld-2)t x

where I is the ideal (Xl Xd)R. Now let z (ja),, where a > dt. This says that
Z (la(d-2))* Ia(d-2)-l(1) *, whence z (y, Yd)a’txra-t. Thus we can write
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any degree a element G as Fl / F2 +... + Fa. This shows that
represents zero in the cokernel of 8a of (4.2.2.), and hence in H(G). This completes
the proof that Hd (G) is zero in non-negative degrees.

The proof is now complete when R has dimension two or less, so we assume
that d > 3. Take any k > 3 of the elements from the set {l a}, which for
convenience we re-label as l k. The ideal they generate will be denoted . We
need to show that, as in condition (4.2.3.), the module Hk-1 (G) is zero in all degrees
except possibly degree 1.

Suppose that

represents a non-zero element of H-l(G) of degree -1, with notation as in
complex (4.2.2.). We make the following inductive assumption: the representative

cocycle r/is chosen so that it has as many zero components ’(h2...)’ as possible.
Relabel so that Fh+l h+2 k 0 with h minimal (if h k, this condition
is vacuous).

Without loss of generality, we may assume that each i is homogeneous of degree
a, so that r/has degree a (k 1)t. Because r/ kemel 8k-l, we know that

(Yl2"’" k)t
0 in

Since the i’S are all non-zero-divisors, we know that 91 +2 +’" + 9h 0
in G, which we may interpret, equivalently, as

(4.3.4.) yrl + yr2 +... + ythrh ja+t+l in R.

Rearranging and applying colon capturing, we see that

rh ((ja+t+l + (y Y-I))" (Y)) f3 ja C (ja+l + (y Y-I))* I’-’1 ja;

in terms of the X and I (Xl Xd), we have

(4.3.5.) (d-2)t (d-2)t xx* (ia(d-2) *rh (I (d-2)(a+l) + (X A,h_ )) I")

Our goal is to show that r/= 0, provided its degree is not -1. We first treat the
case wherethe degree of r/is non-negative. In this case, a (k 1)t > 0, so that
a(d-2) > (k-1)t(d-2) > (d-2)t(k-1)-(k-1)+2(becausek > 3). Applying
Lemma 3.4, we conclude that rh - (l(d-2)(a+l))* + Ej<h X)d-2)t (I(d-2)(a-t))*’ which
implies that h 6 ( th_l)G.
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Write h ll -- -" h-lh-l, for some elements i E G. One easily checks
that there exist boundaries (elements in the image of tk_2) of the form

~t ~t ~lrl Y2r2
(lY2"’’k) (Yl2"’’k)

O, 0 0

h (tlY --’’" -- ah-l ~tYh-l)
(... yk)

(h)thslot

for some choice of r~’ Subtracting/z from r/, we get a different cocycle representing
the same cohomology class, contradicting the minimality of h. This shows that
H-(G) is zero in non-negative degree.
We now treat the case where the degree of r/is at most -2. Applying the Main

Lemma to (4.3.5.) above, we see that

(4.3.6.) )t(d-2)-I )*rh (ja+l). "1-" (xi,xi2 Xij (Xi, Xi2, Xij

where the sum ranges overall subsets {i, i2 ij of h- }. In fact, (4.3.6.)
can be refined as follows" for h < k, we may assume that rh ja+l + (y Y-I);
whereas for h k, we may assume that

rk (XIX2""" Xk-1)t(d-2)-lu ja+l q_ (y,..., yt_),

for some u (x, X2 Xk-1)*. The reason is that (multiplying numerators and
denominators of the components of r/by 1 Yk) we may rewrite r/as

ytl+l, t+l,2 ~t+l
2 Yk gk

(YY’"Yk)t+’ (Yh’"Y)t+ (hY’"Yk)t+

where each Si Yl"" i’’’ykri (X1 i"" xk)d-2ri Since each xj is a test
element, we see that when j < k and N and M are any integers,

)M-I(xi| )*(Xl’’’)i’’’Xk)N (XilXi2 Xij Xi2, Xij

)N+M-1 )*C_. (XllXl Xlh)N (XiIXi2 Xij (Xi| Xi2, Xij
re-group c

N+M x.N+M N+Mx(" t’Xi| 2 ij
c is a test element
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where {i ij is a proper subset of ’ k and {11 lh is its (non-
empty) complement. In particular, multiplying (4.3.6.) by y h Yk, we see that
the element Sh is in the ideal

(ja+k), q_ (Xld-2)(t+l)’ "h-l"(d-2)(t+l))

in the event that h < k; similarly, when h k, we see that Sh is in

(ja+k), -F (X (d-2)(t+l) a’(d-E)(t+l))......k-1 -" (X1 "’’Xk-1) (d-2)(t+l)-l(X1, Xk)*

Noting that (JU). jU for all integers N, and changing notation so as to replace Sh
by rh and + 1 by (and implicitly changing a also), we conclude the verification of
this refinement. In other words, in the notation for the cocycle r/, we may assume that
rh ja+l _+_ (y yt )t(d-2)-l(x X2, )*h-l) + (xlx2... x,_l Xk-1 whether or
not h k.

Furthermore, we can assume that rh ja+l / (y, Yh-), even when h k.
To see this, consider an element s xu where x (XlX2... x-l)td-2)-I and
u (x 1, x2 Xk- 1)*. Clearly,

S E ((X 1, X2 Xk- l) (k- 1)(d-Z)t-(k- 1)+l ).
C ((Xl, X2 Xk-l)(d-E))(k-l)t-1)*

C ja+l,

since (k 1)(d 2)t (k 2) > (d 2)((k 1)t 1) > (d 2)(a + 1), the
latter inequality following since the degree of r/, which is a (k 1)t, is at most -2.
We conclude that rh may be assumed in ja+l q_ (y yth-l)" (The same argument
shows an analogous statement for each ri, but we won’t need this fact.)

Finally, because rh (ja+l + (y, ja,Yh-1)) we can use Corollary 3.4 to
conclude that rh ja+l + (y,.. ja-tYh-1) This means that h may be assumed
to be in (,.. ~tyh_)G. The argument that H(G) vanishes in degrees less than
-1 can now be concluded exactly as above for the non-negative degree case, by
subtracting off the boundary/z to contradict the minimality of h. This completes the
verification of condition (2) of (4.2.3.) and the proof of Theorem 4.1. 121

5. Parameter test elements

In this section we contribute to the understanding of test elements, proving that,
under some mild assumptions on R, any element c 6 R such that Rc is F-rational has
a power which is a test element for any ideal generated by monomials in parameters
x xa for R. This fact enables us to complete the proof of Corollary 4.2. In fact,
what we actually show is something stronger: any such c will be a test element for
any m primary ideal I of R such that R/I has finite phantom projective dimension.
Velez has shown that some power of c will be a test element for any ideal generated
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by parameters. Our improvement is a technical improvement of his result, building
on the ideas of Aberbach [Ab2], which in turn stem from Hochster and Huneke’s
results on phantom acyclicity. We refer the reader to [Ab for the basic definitions
and properties of phantom projective dimension and to Section 9 of [HH for more
on phantom acyclicity. For more information on parameter test elements, the reader
is referred to Section 8 of [HH3], [S ], and [V].

THEOREM 5.1. Let R m) be a reducedand equidimensional excellent local ring.

Ifc R is such that Rc is F-rational, then some power ofc is a test elementfor all
m primary ideals I such that R/I hasfinite phantom projective dimension.

COROLLARY 5.2. Let (R, m) be a reduced, equidimensional excellent local ring
and suppose that Rc is F-rational. Then some power of c is a test element for all
ideals generated by monomials in any system ofparametersfor R.

Proof. In general, if I x Ix and d R multiplies each I into Ix, then d mul-

tiplies I* into I. Moreover, if I tql x Itxql, then any test element for {Ia" ,k A}
must be a test element for I.

Fix the power c of c guaranteed by Theorem 5.1 to be a test element for all m
primary ideals of finite phantom projective dimension, a class of ideals that includes
all m-primary ideals generated by monomials in any system of parameters. Take
any system of parameters x Xd and consider an arbitrary monomial ideal I in
these parameters. Any such 1 is an intersection of m primary ideals generated by
monomials in x xd; in particular, I f’]tN(I + (x Xtd)). For each q,
I tq] f’qteN(I [ql d- (Xtlq Xtdq)), and these ideals are also generated by monomials
in x Xd. We conclude that cv is a test element for I. The corollary is proved.

Corollary 5.2 was exactly the technical improvement we needed to finish off the
proof of Corollary 4.2. It remains to prove the main theorem of this section. The
proof follows that of Aberbach in [Ab2].

Proofof5.1. We first show we may assume without loss of generality that R is

complete. Suppose that c 6 R such that Re is F-rational. Since Rc ----+ Re (R)

(R)c is a smooth map, it follows from [V] that (/) is F-rational. Assume Theorem 5.1
holds for complete rings and let cv be the power of c that is a test element for all
ideals 2 of R with R/Z of finite phantom projective dimension over . Suppose that
z 6 I* in R where I C R is such that R/I has a finite phantom resolution. After
tensoring with/, we get a finite phantom resolution for R/IR. Since the image of z
in/ is in (I/)*, we see that civ zq . I tql in/. It follows from the faithful flatness
of R C / that czq I[q] in R as well. We conclude that cv is a test ideal for all
ideals I C R such that R/I has finite phantom projective dimension.
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Assume R is a complete local equidimensional ring of dimension d. By Theo-
rem 11.8 of [HH1 ], there is an ideal A c R such that .AH (.) 0 whenever the
homology of the complex ]. is phantom. The radical of this ideal A defines the non-
Cohen-Macaulay locus of R. Let B be the parameter test ideal of R. By definition,
the elements of/3 are the test elements for any ideal generated by any parameters
(equivalently, any full system of parameters) for R. We claim that BA2d is contained
in the test ideal for all m-primary ideals I such that R/I has a finite phantom resolu-
tion. That is, /L42d (l*)[q] C I[q], for all such I. Since the class of ideals I such that
R/I has finite phantom projective dimension is closed under Frobenius powers, this
is equivalent to B.A2d(I*) C I, for all such I.

To prove this claim, let. be a finite phantom resolution of R/I, so that Fo R and
the subsequent Fi are all free R modules. Using Aberbach’s "Phantom Auslander-
Buchsbaum" theorem [Ab ], we know that the length of/. is exactly d dimension
R. Choose any system of parameters x Xd contained in I. Let ]K. denote the
Koszul complex on the parameters Xl Xd. Take any u I* I. By Lemma 9.16
of [HH1], we know that for any a 4d, the map K0 R F0 R given by
sending the generator K0 to the element au extends to a map of the complexes
0: ]K. ]?. Applying the functor (R)ReR tO this map of complexes preserves the
phantom exactness. We denote by oEql: elK. e]. the new map of complexes.
The abutment map is the map R/(x x)R R/Itql given by sending the
equivalence class of 1 to the equivalence class of (au)q

Let c’ be any test element for R. Since u I*, we know that c’ (au)q . I [q] for all
q. It follows that both the zero map and the map c’O tql from elK. to e. extend the zero
map on the abutments R/(x x)R R/Itql. Lemma 9.16 of [HH1] then
guarantees the existence of a phantom homotopy: for each a’ ,Ad and each q pe,
there exists a homotopy hi’. e Ki e Fi+l such that a’c’(gi [q] )i-f-1 [q]hi + hi-lOti [q]

where ct. is the boundary map for ]K. and . is the boundary map for ]?..
Consider what this says about the last map Od: Kd - R ---+ Fd in the original map

0: ]K. . of complexes. For each q, we have a commutative diagram coming
from the homotopy h:

eFd egd_
hd-I

eKd R eKd_
Oldlq]

LetV indicate the dual functor HomR(-, R). Applying this to (5.2.1.), we get

eFd eKd_

--R
Odtq]
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Using the commutativity of diagram (5.2.2.), we see that the image of the map

a’c’O[dq] C eg
d

g is contained in the image of O[dq]v-- (x,xg X). We
conclude that the image of 0 is contained in the tight closure of (Xl xd) in R.

Consider again the original map of complexes 0" K. Y. which extends the
map from K0 R to F0 R given by multiplication by au. Let c be any parameter
test element. Multiply the map 0 by c and apply the dual functor We get a

map of complexes c0" . K.. The map on the abutments F/(im d)v---
Kd/(imOd) R/(xl Xd) induced by cOd is the zero map, since (im qd) C
(Xl xd)* and c is a parameter test element.

Again using Lemma 9.16 of [HH ], we see that after multiplication by a" 4d,
the map (cO) is homotopic to the zero map. Again we consider what happens at
the tail end of the complexes. The last map in the homotopy h.’" Y. K._ cuts
diagonally across the following diagram from F] to K0 R:

(5.2.3.) a"cO la"ca
=R --R

The upper right hand triangle here is a commutative diagram (although the lower left
triangle may not be). Dualizing again, and now writing in the map induced by the
homotopy h’, we get a commutative diagram coming from the upper right triangle of
diagram (5.2.3.):

F1 , R

Th; Ta"cau
R R

This final commutative diagram shows that aa"cu im qbl I C R. Since u was
an arbitrary element of I*, a and a" are arbitrary elements of 4d and c an arbitrary
parameter test element, we conclude that 42dB multiplies I* into I. Thus 42dB
is contained in the test ideal for all m-primary ideals of I such that R/I has finite
phantom projective dimension.

It remains only to show that if Rc is F-rational, then some power of c is in
Juan Velez has shown that some power of c is a parameter test element. On the other
hand, since F-rational rings are Cohen-Macaulay, we know that c is in the defining
ideal for the non-Cohen-Macaulay locus for R. In particular, some power of c is in
4. It follows that some power of c is in 42d/3, and the proof is complete.
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